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Introduction and Objectives
Meeting Purpose and Objectives
Objective:
■ Confirm recommendations, roadmap prioritization, and investment perspective based
upon Gartner's future goals / vision definition
Process:
■ Gartner will review the potential investment scenarios for Maui
■ Gartner to present our recommendations, and solicit your feedback and agreement
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Introduction and Objectives
County of Maui IT Assessment
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Our Understanding of the Business Context and the Objectives
Business Context

Objectives

■ Maui County executives understand the important
role that technology plays in helping the County
realize its key strategic objectives in becoming an
efficient, effective and responsive government

IT Strategic Assessment

■ Maui County executives appreciate the fact that
resources are limited and that technology
investments must be properly aligned to support
key strategic business objectives

■ What structure, tools, and resources will the ITS
Division need to have in place to meet those needs?

■ How well is the County of Maui‟s IT Services Division
positioned and prepared to meet the needs and
expectations of the County today and in five years?

■ What actions will need to be taken to ensure ITS is
ready to support the organization with suitable services?
Enterprise Land Info Management Assessment

■ Before making considerable investments in
people, apps and infrastructure, Maui County
leadership wishes to complete a comprehensive
assessment of its current information technology
(IT) needs and capabilities in order to develop and
prioritize a near term and longer term IT
investment strategy

■ Understand the current state of the Land Management
Systems
■ Understand capabilities of new generation Real Property
and Development Management Systems
■ Understand what ITS needs to do to be prepared to
meet the needs and expectations
End User:

■ Maui County has engaged Gartner to provide an
independent and objective assessment of the
current situation and make detailed, practical and
actionable recommendations for a path forward
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■ Determine the appropriate end-user environment for
Maui County
■ Assess available technologies against County needs,
evaluating both „traditional‟ and emerging technologies
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Assessment Methodology and Current Status
To meet Maui County‘s time and budget objectives, Gartner is applying our assessment methodology
to manage each of the three work streams in parallel to meet the County‘s objectives and complete
each of the deliverables described in the County‘s Statement of Work. This allows us to be
comprehensive in our approach while making the best use of stakeholder time.
Current Point

Desktop
Assessment

2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

Strategy

Vision

People

IT
Initiatives

Programs

Business
Imperatives

IT
Imperatives

Process

Operating
Model

Timeline
and
Resources

IT
Implications

Operating
Principles

Technology

Governance

Business
Cases

Business
Capability
Needs and IT
Implications

Directional
Guidance for
IT

Key IT
Capability
Gaps

Actions to
Close Gaps

Plan to Move
Forward
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4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions
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Executive Briefing

LM System
Assessment

1. Project Initiation

IT Strategy

Summary of Recommendations
County of Maui IT Target State
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Summary of Findings – IT‘s Role Needs to Grow
■ Due to growing demands on IT within the County of Maui, the ITS is focused on serving
as a key support function and shifting to a Process-Centric Service Model with an
emphasis on improving service levels
■ In order to support the future goals / objectives, Maui‘s IT organization must mature
specific functional areas, processes, and technology capabilities, which includes a
refresh of its desktop and data center hardware
■ ITS must define a business case for its future vision and work with the Mayor and
County Council to secure the necessary resources
■ Limitations in the resource talent pool and external service provider on Maui will likely
limit the pace at which ITS can mature and grow its capabilities

Cost of
Doing
Business

Key Support
Function

Business
Enabler

Changing Role of IT
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Transformational
IT

Findings and Key Themes: Gartner IT Strategy Model
■ Gartner‘s IT Strategy Model is the foundation for our approach at evaluating Maui‘s
current state and defining the future goals / objectives
■ The model is founded upon the principle that an IT strategy must ensure that IT
resources are linked to business demand
■ Demand: What does the County need, and how will IT contribute?
■ Supply: What capabilities will IT provide to meet that demand?
■ Control: How will the County and IT balance opportunities for growth, optimization, and risk-taking
given changing demand conditions and with the appropriate investment in supply?

Demand

Control

Supply

Business Context

IT Principles

IT Services

Business Success

IT Governance

Enterprise Architecture

Business Capabilities

IT Financial Management

People

IT Contribution

Metrics

Sourcing
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Engagement Process: Areas of Inquiry are IT Strategy and Desktop
1. Project
Initiation

2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions

IT Strategy
• How well is the County of Maui‘s IT Services Division positioned and prepared to meet the
needs and expectations of the County today and in five years?
• What structure, tools, and resources will the ITS Division need to have in place to meet
those needs?
• What actions will need to be taken to ensure ITS is ready to support the organization with
suitable services?
Desktop Assessment
• Determine the appropriate end-user environment for Maui County
• Assess available technologies against County needs, evaluating both ‗traditional‘ and
emerging technologies
Note: Land Information Management is assessed in a separate work stream
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Summary of Findings – Grouped into Demand – Control – Supply Model
2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions

Control

• Broad interest in better integrating key business processes across individual departments
• Some interest in County-wide integration, led by Permit Process Improvement Team (PPIT)
• Departments are interested in modernization their tool set, but inexperience in adoption and
lack of guidance has slowed down the transition
• Business sees a growing appetite from the public for direct access to data
• Departments are not involved in the final decision-making process for project intake,
evaluation and prioritization
•
•
•
•
•

Supply

Demand

1. Project
Initiation

• IT is starting the process of tracking IT Service Management metrics, but limited metrics
exist and none are focused on business outcomes
• IT struggles to maintain service levels for users, end user devices and most data center
infrastructure is aging
• Maui is significantly under invested in IT capabilities relative to peers

No tools for tracking efficiencies around business processes
Governance / Decision Making is not always well defined or based on defined criteria
No assigned relationship manager role to operate between IT and the Business
No country wide risk management or proactive efforts and support tools
No chargeback, showback, or other formats to define and show costs for IT services
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Summary of Findings – Grouped into Demand – Control – Supply Model
1. Project
Initiation

2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions

County of Maui Strategic Outcomes

Demand

Control

Supply

Business Context

IT Principles

IT Services

Business Success

IT Governance

Enterprise Architecture

Business Capabilities

IT Financial Management

People

IT Contribution

Metrics

Sourcing

Communication Plan: ITS / Government / External

ITS Business Unit Plans
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Required Actions: Seven Key Strategic Initiatives building business value
1. Project
Initiation
areas of
inquiry

2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

Demand
IT Contribution

4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions

D1. Create Business Relationship Management
Program
D2. Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals

Control

C1. Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure

IT Governance

IT Financial Management

C2. Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting
Program

Supply
S1. Develop County Technology Refresh Program
IT Services
Enterprise Architecture
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S2. Mature the IT Service Management Program
S3. Establish a County Wide Enterprise
Architecture (EA)
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Existing Initiative
Highest Priority

Roadmap: A two year program of paced investments
2. Understand
Business
Demand

3. Determine
IT Direction

4. Assess
Capabilities

5. Determine
Required

6. Develop
Roadmap

Actions

Category

Initiative

Timeframe

Rationale

IT
Contribution

D1. Create BRM Program

Immediate

• Get focus on immediate business value
• Define BRM role, begin hiring process

IT
Contribution

D2. Integrate IT Planning with
Business Goals

Near term,
iterate

• Create Planning and PPM processes and
begin reporting; continually improve

Governance

C1. Create a County Wide IT
Governance Structure

Immediate,
iterate

• Improve investment analysis and IT /
Business communication
• Refine over time

IT Financial
Management

C2. Develop a Financial
Planning and Reporting Prog.

Secondary

• Refine Gov. process with financial reporting
• Support planning / PPM processes

IT Services

S1. Develop County
Technology Refresh Program

Immediate

• Begin now and be current in 2 years
• Start reducing risks immediately
• Add I&O staff as workload grows

IT Services

S2. Mature the IT Service
Management Program

Ongoing,
maintain focus

• Assess needs for enhanced tools
• Continue phased deployment

Enterprise
Architecture

S3. Establish a County Wide
Enterprise Architecture (EA)

Near term,
iterate out of
projects

•Assign function to existing resources - Apps
team and BAs
•Collect artifacts from projects and refine

Supply

Control

Domain

Demand

1. Project
Initiation
areas of
inquiry
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Summary of Recommended Initiatives
Demand Side
Overview

Expected Benefits

D1: IT Contribution – Create Business Relationship Management
Program
 Build stronger ITS – Business relationships through defined
Business Relationship Manager (BRM) roles
 Define channels and process for communicating business needs,
including feedback on projects and applications
 Ensure IT and Business engagement at the inception of
investment analysis, project definition and business case
development



D2: IT Contribution – Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals
 Develop county-wide business goals driven IT Strategy
 Distribute and socialize strategic plans throughout County
 Support business department investment planning and
prioritization based on the agreed to IT Strategy
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Improved understanding
of business requirement
and planning / goals
Defined channel for
business to work with IT
to evaluate investments
Improve prioritization of
projects
Ensure IT understands
business operations and
needs
Clearly defined IT
strategy based on
business unit input
Clear understanding of
ITS‘ vision and goals
Provide foundation for
investment analysis

Summary of Recommended Initiatives
Control Side
Overview

Expected Benefits

C1: Governance – Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure
 Define decision making processes, structure, and parameters
(e.g., guiding principles), including scope of decision made at
Department level vs. County levels
 Provide a structure for investment management and Program and
Project Management (PPM)
 Include cross departmental resources in IT decision making
 Develop a county wide perspective to assist in allocating funds to
the project with the highest benefits



C2: IT Financial Management – Develop a Financial Planning and
Reporting Approach
 Demonstrate financial transparency pertaining to available IT
services, such as a Showback Catalogue for services
 Support county wide investment planning based on financial
metrics
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Ensure intelligent
allocation of funding to
project that provide
greatest benefit or
address major risks
Provide County wide
perspective for decision
making
Ensure predictable
consistent and decision
making
Enable informed decision
making for IT services
and projects
Define metrics for
tracking investment and
initiatives
Promote better behavior
by business

Summary of Recommended Initiatives
Supply Side
Overview

Expected Benefits

S1: IT Services – Develop County Technology Refresh Program
 Invest in an upgrade of desktop and server hardware based on a
structured and prioritized plan
 Define approach for calculating annual hardware investments
needs



S2: IT Services – Mature the IT Service Management Program
 Leverage industry best practice processes (i.e., ITIL) for IT
Service Management (ITSM)
 Reduce amount of low value services (i.e. desktop re-building)
 Implement an ITIL based ITSM tool to help mature the capability








S3: Enterprise Architecture (EA) – Establish a County Wide
Enterprise Architecture
 Create a county wide framework to assist with investment
planning and resource usage that is aligned with business goals
 Leverage standards and artifacts created during projects
 Create multi-year framework for investment planning and
optimized resource usage
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Improved productivity and
user satisfaction
Ability to prevent
productivity / data loss or
major system failures
Define quality services
based on metrics and
SLAs
Shared training and skills
for IT resources
Communicate IT value
Ensure IT planning and
investment are aligned
with business goals
Expedite decision-making
Reduce costs by limiting
complexity of environment

Industry IT Key Metric Data – Comparative Assessment - Updated
State and Local Government Benchmark
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Overview of the IT Key Metric Data Comparative Assessment
■ Data reviewed and analyzed was made available by County of Maui (provided by Jacob
Verkerke)
■ Update: Figures adjusted for FY 2013 based on removal of the one-time approval of
$900K of funding for the RPT system update project
– Capital vs. Operational figures were also updated based on correction of capitalized assets

■ Data and findings should be considered as a ―snapshot‖ and evaluated from this
perspective
■ Figures used from County of Maui were based on an averages of 2012 (actuals) and
2013 (estimates)
■ For the purpose of this benchmark data, Gartner Research defined the State and Local
Government (SLG) industry as either the overall industry, or when data was available, a
peer group of municipalities with a budgets between $250M-$1B was used
■ SLG Industry Figures were used from the ―IT Key Metrics Data 2013: Key Industry
Measures: Government: State and Local Analysis: Current Year‖ report
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Summary: Comparison Assessment
IT Investment Findings
■ Following are a summary of findings from the updated IT Investment data
■ IT spending as a percent of operating budget (Maui 0.9% vs. Industry Peers [IP] 3.6%)
and IT spending per employee (Maui $2K vs. IP $7.5K):
– Both metrics are substantially below peer organizations, indicating Maui is taking on additional risks
for potential system failures and may be missing opportunities to increase employee productivity /
efficiency and service offerings to the public through automation

■ IT FTEs as a percent of all employees (Maui 1.4% vs. IP 3.6%):
– Substantially below peer organizations, indicating Maui is running a very lean staff which must focus
mostly on reactive / maintenance activities instead of driving improvement initiatives.
– Also, lower staffing numbers create significant attrition risk, especially with an aging workforce and
non-competitive salaries – this risk may increase as economy recovers and more competitive jobs
openings become prevalent on Maui

■ IT Spend Distribution – traditionally focus has been on running IT / ―keep the lights‖ on
(Maui 94% vs. IP 75%) and not enough on growing or transforming service / capabilities
(Maui 6% vs. IP 25%)
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Comparison Assessment
IT Investment Measures
■ IT spending as a percent of operating expense / budget is key view of IT investment
levels in terms of the role IT plays in overall business spending patterns.
■ IT spending per employee is often used to determine the amount of IT support the
average organization‘s workforce receives.
■ IT FTEs as a percent of employees is a key measure of IT support and IT intensity from
a human capital perspective.

IT Investment Measures

County of
Maui: 2012

County of Maui: Industry Average
($250M - $1B)
2013 (Adjusted)

IT Spend as % of Operating Expenses

0.8%

0.9%

3.6%

IT Spend per Employee

$1,819

$2,012

$7,495

IT FTEs as a % of Employees

1.4%

1.4%

3.5%

Arrows indicate difference of Maui‘s current
state vs. Industry Peer Averages
Engagement: 330011842
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Comparison Assessment
IT Investment Measures - Analysis
■ Maui‘s IT spending as a percentage of budget and per County
employee significantly lags behind peers; only a minor budget
increase from 2012 to 2013
– Underinvestment has created productivity issues; if trend
continues there is a high risk of major system failure
– IT Spending for organizations with a $500M-$1B budget is
2.2%, which is still over 2x of Maui‘s spending
■ Any significant efforts for technology modernization or to
pursue major initiatives will be impacted by lean fiscal budgets
and overburdened IT staff
■ Maui‘s IT FTEs (1.4%) was
less than half of industry
averages (3.5%), likely
contributing to IT management
and staff often operating in a
reactive state and focusing
less on strategic initiatives
– This also increases the risk
associated with staffing
attrition
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Comparison Assessment
IT Resource Distributions
■ IT operational vs. capital spending helps to portray the IT investment profile for an
organization in a given year.
■ This metric can provide visibility into the cyclical nature of capital investments (such as
hardware, software and large service contracts) compared with recurring operational
expenses (such as personnel, facilities and maintenance expenses).

County of
Maui: 2012

County of Maui:
2013 (Adjusted)

Industry
Average

IT Capital Investment

7%

15%

23%

IT Operational Spend

93%

85%

77%

Distribution of IT Resources
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Comparison Assessment
Strategic IT Spend Distribution
■ The distribution of IT spending to "run the business," "grow the business" and "transform the
business" provides a view of the IT investment profile to support business performance.
■ Run the business: This is an indicator of how much of the IT resource is consumed and focused on
the continuing operation of the business. It includes all nondiscretionary expenses as part of the runthe-business cost.
■ Grow the business: This is an indicator of how much of the IT resource is consumed and focused
on developing and enhancing IT systems in support of business growth (typically organic growth).
Discretionary investments are more likely to be included in the grow-the business or transform-thebusiness cost.
■ Transform the business: This is an indicator of how much of the IT resource is consumed and
focused on implementing technology systems that enable the enterprise to enact new business
models. This is very much a "venture" category and would be represented by activities such as a
brick-and-mortar retailer moving to online shopping; a traditional bank offering online banking (or
moving into offering insurance services); or a commercial airline offering new freight services.
County of
Maui: 2012

County of Maui: 2013
(Adjusted)

Industry
Average

Run the business

97%

94%

75%

Grow the business

2%

5%

12%

Transform the business

1%

1%

13%

IT Investment Measures
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Comparison Assessment
IT Resource Distributions - Analysis
■ IT Spending has historically been focused on the ―Run‖ function - ―keeping the lights
on‖ – with limited resources available to focus on growing the functionality of technology
and enabling better business services
– Prioritizing new investment / project has been a challenging process due to competing interests

■ Investment in 2013 for new solutions brought the distribution of Capital vs. Operational
spending closer to industry averages by increasing the ―Grow‖ spending
– Maui accounting practices consider hardware refresh investment as new ―Equipment‖ investment
that must justified annually vs. many organizations that define a percentage operational funding
(e.g., based on staffing) for this purpose
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Recommended Roadmap and Initiatives
County of Maui IT Assessment
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Category

Initiative

Timeframe

IT Contribution

D1. Create Business Relationship Management Program

Immediate

IT Contribution

D2. Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals

Near term,
iterate

Governance

C1. Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure

Immediate,
iterate

IT Financial
Management

C2. Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting
Program

Secondary

IT Services

S1. Develop County Technology Refresh Program

Immediate

IT Services

S2. Mature the IT Service Management Program

Ongoing,
maintain focus
& measure

Enterprise
Architecture

S3. Establish a County Wide Enterprise Architecture (EA)

Near term,
iterate out of
projects

Supply

Control

Domain

Demand

Listing of Initiatives Suggested By Gartner
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Suggested Initiative - Roadmap and Milestones
2014 Q1

2014 Q2

2014 Q3

2014 Q4

2015 Q1

2015 Q2

2015 Q3

2015 Q4

Demand
D1: Improve IT and
Business Dept.
Relationships

A. Define Service Approach
B. Expand Function and Staff
and BRM Function

D2: Integrate IT
Planning with
Business Goals

A. Develop a Business Goals
Driven IT Strategy

Initiate County Wide PPM Reporting

Control
C1: Create a County
Wide IT Gov.
Structure

A. Define Governance
Approach

B. Deploy Governance Framework

C2: Develop a
Financial Planning
and Reporting
Approach

S2: Mature the IT
Service Mgmt
Program

C. Monitor and
Refine

A. Develop a Financial
Planning and Reporting Model

B. Implement Financial
Planning and Reporting

C. Develop Financial
Showback

Initiate Financial Reporting

Supply
S1: Develop County
Technology Refresh
Program

B. Iterate IT
Strategy

B. Define and Plan for Future
Technology Needs

A. Invest in a Technology Refresh for Desktop, Server & Storage

A. Mature and Grow IT Service Management Approach

S3; Establish a
County Wide EA

Engagement: 330011842
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A. Establish EA: Technology
and Solution Context

Complete Hardware Refresh

B. Expand EA: Information and
Business Context

BRM: Business Relationships Manager
PPM: Project and Program Management
27
EA: Enterprise Architecture

C. Define Alignment with
County IT Strategy

Recommended Initiative - Overview
■ Gartner‘s seven recommended initiatives are defined in greater detail in this section to provide Maui
with a better understanding of the priority ranking, dependencies / requirements, benefits, etc.
■ As an example, for the Demand domain, the first recommendation is D1…
Category

Initiative

Timeframe

IT Contribution

D1. Improve IT and Business Department
Relationships

Immediate

■ This was also demonstrated in the Roadmap view shown in the last section…

■ We will provide detailed description of the initiatives…

■ In a separate appendix, we are providing additional
detail regarding executing the recommendations
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Initiative D1
Create Business Relationship Management Program – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

Overall goal is to improve the working relationship and
processes between IT and the Business through several
different activities. Key function is to define the IT Service
Delivery approach based on a Process-Optimizing
approach. Business Relationship Manager (BRM) role
can play a key role in helping to make this effort
successful - both in IT‘s ability to successfully deliver
service to the business and to ensure the business needs
are understood and represented to IT.

•

These resources must have appropriate influence
internally, and they must understanding the culture,
collaborate across organizational boundaries, be able to
think strategically, and comprehend customer needs.
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•
•
•

Increased transparency and
expectations for IT‘s service offerings
and processes
Improved ability to support the
success of business goals
Improved communications between IT
and Business
Improved business demand
management and tracking

Initiative D1
Create Business Relationship Management Program – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Define Service Approach and BRM Function
 Define structure for service delivery, including defining the necessary people,
skills, structures, processes, etc.
 Establish basic measures (quantitative and qualitative) to be used in defining
success for the business and IT
 Define BRM role (e.g., responsibilities, skills, and competencies), including scope
of the function across business / IT
 Differentiate responsibilities from related roles, e.g., App Managers
 Design the reporting structure and shared performance metrics
 Determine each department‘s need for a BRM resource
 Assess internal candidates and determine needs for external hires
 Key: Pilot program with a small number of resources and departments

4 - 6 months

B. Expand Function and Staff
 Refine process and structure based on pilot program
 Grow the BRM function by adding staff and additional departments
 Expand the performance metrics tracked along with the reporting functions, seek
to combine this effort with the IT Governance structure processes and structure

6 - 8 months
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Initiative D1
Create Business Relationship Management Program – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Description

Current Risk to Business

Med - High



Unmet need, limited structure in place

Business Value of Project

High





Improved business-IT working relationship
Improve the efficiency and consistency of investment
analysis and prioritization process
Provide more transparency for investment decisions



Requires hiring / reassigning resources

Project Resource Needs

Overall Priority:
Immediate

High





Requirements /
Dependencies




Key function is to define ITS‘ role within the county to ensure that the
business stakeholders are aware of available services and capabilities
Help ITS achieve its goals of becoming a Process-Optimizing
organization focused on improving service levels
Closer partnerships with the business will allow for expediting
evaluation of business cases for project requests and support potential
joint funding requests
No other project dependencies
Ability to dedicate necessary staff
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D1. Improve IT Business Relationship – Define Service Levels and Capabilities
Service Maturity Model
Maui is currently
maturing along
the Process
category

Asset

Business Value









No process design
Traditional structure
Individual focused
Technical expertise
In-sourced
Budget-based funding
model
Opportunistic use of
tools/automation

Service









Adoption: <20%

Process

Customer Focused

Optimize
Costs/Efficiency

Adoption: ~20%



Service-oriented process
design
 Shared-services based
organizational structure
 Collaboration focused
 Solution, relationship and
business expertise
 Best sourced
 Chargeback funding
model
 Tools/automation — adds
customer centric approach
to managing IT
“Acts like an External Service
Provider.”





Adoption: 25%-30%

Minimize Cost
Adoption: 25%-30%

Profit Center
Generate Revenue

Process optimized
Delivery based
organizational structure
Team focused
Process expertise
Selective sourcing
Cost allocation funding
model
Tools/automation — ―ERP‖
back office approach to
manage IT

“Acts like a mature cost
center”







Business value
contribution
End–to-end process
design
Business embedded
organizational structure
Business expertise and
innovation expertise
Primarily in-sourced with
strategic multi-sourcing
Profit/loss funding model
Tools/automation —
internal development for
competitive advantage

Market Maker

Differentiator

Problem Solver
Responder
Utility Provider
Evolution
Service Maturity Model
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D1. Improve IT Business Relationship – Define Service Levels and Capabilities
Potential Target
Target State Objectives
State
Asset
(Low Cost)

Process
(Process optimized)

Service
(Business focus)

IT as a Business
(Highest value)

Goal/Measures

Minimize cost

Optimize costs/ efficiency

Happy customers/
effectiveness

Business value
contribution

Process Design

N/A

Compliance to "standard"
(generally ITIL or COBIT)

Process improvements
measured in relation to IT
SLAs

Process improvements
measured in relation to
market competitiveness

Functional or
technical silos

Delivery focused:
Process/function matrix
with functional silos

Shared Services:
Process/function matrix
with multidisciplinary
process teams

Business embedded: ITbusiness matrix for core
business processes or
value centers

People

Individual ―hero‖
activities / rewards

Team approach with
functional SMEs

Collaboration among team
to meet customer needs

IT SMEs work with bus.
to generate results

Skills

Technical expertise

Process expertise

Solution, relationship and
business expertise

Business expertise and
innovation expertise

Sourcing

Mostly internal,
some staff
augmentation

Mostly internal, selective
sourcing for
―commodities‖

Strategic sourcing based
on explicit competitiveness
of internal capabilities

Strategic sourcing based
on core capabilities and
strategic intent for IT

Funding

Budget-based: No
chargeback or only
based on high-level
allocation

Cost allocation: Fixed
budget and chargeback
allocation for
infrastructure; possibly
chargeback for projects

Chargeback: Cost or
market-based fee for
service; zero-sum project
budgeting

Business contribution:
Market-based fee for
service; profit/loss-based
budget with discretionary
revenue stream

Org. Structure
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Initiative D2
Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

IT Contribution should define how IT will support the
business goals and strategy. Therefore, a successful IT
strategy must be clearly and explicitly linked to the business
goals and strategy.

•

IT should collaborate with the business leads to gather their
annual and longer term (two or three year) business
objectives, aggregate these across the county, and evaluate
the county‘s ability to meet these objectives.

•
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•

Explicitly alignment of IT Strategy
with Mayor‘s and County Council‘s
Objectives
Clear documentation of business
goals
Basis for conducting project
investment evaluation and
prioritization

Initiative D2
Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Develop the Business Goals Driven IT Strategy
• Work with all county departments to define their business goals and imperatives
• Translate business goals into supporting IT objectives
• Define ability of IT to meet future business needs and conduct a gap analysis for
missing capabilities
• Define and prioritize initiatives to progress ITS‘ capabilities and service offerings
• Socialize and gather buy-in for the annual IT Strategy with County Senior
Executives, such as the Mayor and Council
• Support creation of project prioritization and annual investment planning process
based on business requests and needs

4 - 6 months

B. Iterate Strategy
 Leverage annual department business plans to conduct an annual renewal of the
IT Strategy plan, looking at both near term (12 month) and longer term (24-36
months) needs

2 months
(annually,
ongoing)
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Initiative D2
Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Description

Current Risk to Business

Medium



Challenge for IT to justify value of their expenditures
and how they directly correlate to business value

Business Value of Project

Medium High




Assist with annual planning / budget process
Improved business capabilities, e.g., online services
for the public, data accuracy, system upgrades

Project Resource Needs

Low



Conducted by with existing IT Management

Overall Priority:
Near term, iterate




Requirements /
Dependencies




An IT Strategy based on Business Goals will help structure and define
the business value of the necessary IT operating expenditures
Investment evaluation and prioritization and the IT Governance
process will be aided by the
No other projects preclude this, but most effective if supported by a
Governance approach
Effectiveness improved through an EA Strategy
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D2. Integrate IT Planning with Business Goals - Define IT Strategic Planning
Planning Justification
Without a Strategic Plan, IT tends to prioritize based on current capacity at the expense of
longer-term business value
■ Looking back, IT organizations without a
strategy often describe their current
capabilities as ‘accidental’
No critical mass of resources

–

Massive complexity and reliance on heroes

–

Cascading software and technology dependencies

–

Long-running, immobile, unchangeable projects

■ .... because those organizations certainly didn’t
intend to be that way
–

No explicit declaration of the business direction

–

No long-term objectives to guide project prioritization

–

No plan or roadmap to guide investment selection

–

Missed opportunities for growth and differentiation

–

Carrying costs of low value, high risk projects

–

Substantial, real investments to correct, reorganize,
modernize, standardize, rationalize, and simplify
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Real or
Opportunity
Cost
Actual
Objectives
Met

Today

■ In the long run, accidental IT strategies are
substantially more expensive

Long-Term
Business
Objectives

Short-Term
Business
Objectives

Capabilities

–

Long-Term Cost Without Strategy to Guide
Required Capabilities

Time

3-5 years

Initiative C1
Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

Refine and clarify IT Governance focusing on decisionmaking roles and responsibilities, governance processes,
creating an accountability framework, and the mechanisms
(structures and committees) necessary to successful deploy
the governance approach and encourages desirable
behavior in the use of IT.

•
•

•
Communications planning is a crucial element to drive way
communications and help align business-driven IT priorities
and expectations.
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•

Increased decision-making
transparency
Improved two way
communications to agree on
direction setting / decision making
and gather user feedback
Improved realization of business
goals (e.g., time to market)
More cost effective use of IT

Initiative C1
Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Define Governance Approach
• Define decision-making roles and responsibilities (explicit articulation of who has
input rights, makes the decision, who is informed, etc. for each type of decision)
• Develop clear charters for all decision-making forums (e.g., committees)
• Clarify decision-making processes and mechanisms (e.g., Project Request
Forms, role of BRM, reporting tools, exception processes)
• Develop, communicate, and adhere to a set of decision-making criteria that are
consistently used for all significant IT decisions
• Assign resource to develop communication strategy based on a structured
assessment, such as focus group discussion, to determine communication
expectations and gaps between IT and business

3 – 4 months

B. Deploy Governance
 Deploy Governance structure through a pilot approach, starting with a limited
group of projects (e.g., based on size / impact) and continue to roll out to include
county wide investment planning and reporting
 Conduct a communications program to familiarize departments with Governance

6 – 9 months

C. Monitor and Refine
 Refine and expand governance processes and structure as needed
 Evaluate expanding scope to include a county wide Project Management Office
(PMO) for project tracking and reporting

3 - 4 months
(iterate
annually)
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Initiative C1
Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Current Risk to Business

High

Description



Business Value of Project

High





Project Resource Needs

Medium



Limited predictable structure or transparency into IT
decision-making
No process for gathering input from all relevant county
stakeholders
Ensure business stakeholders are informed / involved
in investment analysis (―funnel‖) decision making
Support intelligent IT decision making as the County
of Maui vs. viewing them as ―IT decisions‖
Provide a channel / structure for IT communications
Must allocate at minimum part of an IT staff resource
to help manage governance

Overall Priority:
Immediate




Governance is the foundation for maturing IT organizations
Best practice approach for ensuring timely and intelligent decision
making, providing transparency into IT processes, and enabling
consistent and predictable processing are followed to minimize the
perception of objective investments decisions

Requirements /
Dependencies




Requires buy-in from department head and the Mayor
No other project dependencies
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C1. Create a County Wide IT Governance Structure – Establish Objective
Maui Current Governance Styles vs. the Most Successful Patterns
Domain

IT Principles

IT Infrastructure
Strategies

IT architecture

Style

Business
Application Needs

IT Investment
and
prioritization

Business
Monarchy
IT Monarchy
Feudal
Federal

Duopoly
Anarchy

Maui ―As Is‖
•
•
•
•
•

Few IT principles and imperatives defined
IT Infrastructure satisfactory
No IT Architecture
Business Application needs defined by each Department
Some prioritization of project IT, limited visibility to business
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1
2
3

Top three governance
patterns for high governance
performers ranked by
commonality

Initiative C2
Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting Program – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

The IT Financial Management (ITFM) approach is a
foundational element to execute an effective and wellplanned IT service delivery model. Further, they are often
built on top of existing governance structures and
processes to assist in their implementation and execution.
The ITFM approach should be customized to match the
organization‘s service delivery approach and needs. In the
process-optimizing delivery model, ITFM is still cost
center-based, but it should add some foundational
components for running IT as a business over the assetoptimizing model.

•

Lastly, establishing an IT Service Catalogues to support a
showback or chargeback mechanism is a highly effective
method for encouraging intelligent IT decision making.
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•
•

Increased transparency for IT project
and services costing
Delivery predictable and repeatable
processes for project intake and
tracking
Basis for fact-based decision-making

Initiative C2
Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting Program – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting Model
 Define the necessary financial reporting structure for Maui based on a baseline of
efficiency focused Process-Optimizing IT Delivery Model and existing IT
Governance structure and processes
 Evaluate and select the appropriate project and operations metrics to track
specific to Maui‘s operations, such as project success metrics, vendor
management, annual investment planning, etc.
 Pilot financial scorecards and refine based on experience

4 - 6 months

B. Implement Financial Planning and Reporting Approach
 Expand pilot of program county wide
 Develop dashboard-type reporting capabilities for IT
 Automate processes through a tool, but only if processes are mature and
objective is to gain efficiency

4 - 6 months

C. Develop Showback approach
 Mature and refine the service catalogue to offer a showback mechanism centered
on activity-based costing for projects to support informed decision making

4 - 6 months
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Initiative C2
Develop a Financial Planning and Reporting Program – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Description

Current Risk to Business

Medium



Limited capability in place for Maui IT to delivery
predictable and repeatable result for financial
planning, investment assessment / tracking, project
success reporting, etc.

Business Value of Project

Medium



Enable ITS to mature controls / processes for budget
creation, forecasting/ analysis and metrics reporting
Develop a showback approach to support IT
investment analysis


Project Resource Needs

Overall Priority:
Secondary

Medium




Requirements /
Dependencies





Should allocate at minimum part of an IT staff
resource to help manage ITFM

The progression of the Governance process to drive the Control
domain must include the maturation of ITFM with a target of delivering
predictable and repeatable results
Transparency of costs through showback and reporting is a best
practice method to drive intelligent IT decisions by the business
After the Governance program has been deployed – ITFM is
necessary to monitor the processes
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C2. Financial Planning and Reporting Approach – Define Target State
High-Level Attributes and Associated IT Delivery Models
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Potential Target
State

C2. Financial Planning and Reporting Approach – Define Target State
Benefits of Service Catalog and Chargeback / Showback
A Service Portfolio and Catalog communicates services and value to customers.
Chargeback is a tool to effectively manage the delivery and consumption of IT services.
■ Benefits of a Service Portfolio and Catalog:
– IT is seen as a valuable asset to the business only when services are articulated in terms
customers understand, and the value of IT services is clear to customers. Articulating value is
the primary purpose of the Service Portfolio.
– Clear service definitions describe what is/is not included in the service, helping to set clear
expectations for customers. A Service Catalog sets these expectations.
– Updates to the Service Portfolio and Catalog provide a consistent forum for communicating
service changes to customers and for outlining potential future services.

■ Benefits of Chargeback (charges beweent cost centers) or Showback (show charges to
departments as part of project scoping / approval):
– Chargeback/Showback helps to manage the “supply and demand” of IT services. IT is no
longer a “free” resource.
– Chargeback/Showback helps ensure that customers pay for the services they use, and are not
subsidizing other customers.
– Chargeback/Showback can encourage positive customer behaviors (e.g., compliance with
standards, moving away from older technologies).
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Initiative S1
Develop County Technology Refresh Program – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

IT is a key support function and enabler for the business to
optimize their functions, however, the benefits to the
business and the potential efficiency gains are significantly
impacted if technology is not kept up-to-date through
regular refresh cycles.

•

Further, the county‘s ability to meet the service needs of
citizen, as well as, to efficiently work with external service
providers is greatly assisted through the use of modern
solutions. Understanding the business drivers is a critical
element of investing in technology, as cost does not relate
to value.
Lastly, updated technology and standardized desktop
computing images will alleviate the complexities and level
of effort for the IT department to do break-fix / maintenance
on older technology, allowing them to focus on more
strategic and service-oriented efforts.
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•
•
•

Increased productivity from business
users county wide
Greater customer satisfaction
Simpler support environment
Less resources needs for technology
/ system upkeep and problem
resolution, allowing for more focus on
strategic efforts

Initiative S1
Develop County Technology Refresh Program – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Invest in a Technology Refresh for Desktop, Server & Storage
 Work with departments to prioritize needs for desktop computing refresh, starting
with a focus on super users / heavy processing needs
 Work across departments to determine highest risk applications and tools, focusing
on both a controlled list of application to be replaced and those to be retired /
migrated to new tools
 IT to determine a consolidation and standardization strategy to simplify the desktop
computing (e.g., decrease the number of desktop images, standardize on one
email server, etc.)
 Create a modernization plan for the data center hardware
 Plan and implement the deploying of the technology refresh based on the available
resources; explore use of temporary / external resources to assist with installation

18 months

B. Define and Plan for Future Technology Needs
 Define approach for calculating annual hardware investments needs
 Ensure annual budgeting includes reoccurring operational funds associated with
technology refresh cycles
 Conduct annual deployment of new hardware and tools

3 - 6 months
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Initiative S1
Develop County Technology Refresh Program – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Description

Current Risk to Business

High





Risk of gradual or catastrophic failure
Productivity loss due to PC failures
Service loss due to application failure; potential
revenue loss and loss of reputation

Business Value of Project

High





Improve business efficiency
Improve ability to integrate and share data
Reallocation of IT resources from break-fix /
maintenance to more strategic efforts

Project Resource Needs

High



Requires a significant investment to procure and
implement hardware and software

Overall Priority:
Immediate





Requirements /
Dependencies




Major source of productivity lose and frustration from business enduser throughout the county
Refresh cycle has not been kept up, hence many machines are 5-7
years old vs. planned 3 yr. cycle
Opportunity to move away from the outdated and non-standard
desktop environment
Right level of funding to meet all of the County‘s technology needs
No other project dependencies
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S1. Develop County Technology Refresh Program – Planning Considerations
IT Market Clock for End User Client Computing
Key Focus for Maui:

■ Microsoft plans to end support for XP in April
2014, therefore organizations should be
conducting their Windows 7 migration.
■ Desktop PCs are highly commoditized, and
offer little scope for differentiation, therefore
buyers prioritize image stability above all other
criteria. Plan to selectively replace desktop
PCs with thin-client terminals or notebooks,
depending on user role-based requirements.
■ Desktop PCs have a lower total cost of
ownership than notebooks and therefore
remain the first choice for users without any
mobility requirements.
Understanding the IT Market Clock
■

The ―Advantage‖ stage represents emerging status - higher
cost and benefits unproven.

■

The ―Choice‖ stage represents early mainstream - more
vendors enter the market and prices declining.

■

The ―Cost‖ stage is mature mainstream. Commoditization is
very high and cost is the procurement motivator.

■

The ―Replacement‖ stage is legacy and market end.
Procurement and operating costs will rise, and enterprises
Engagement:
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S1. Refresh County Hardware – Evaluating Improvement Opportunities
Support Investment
Support Investment

Benefit

Managing different standards on the desktop typically creates a
complex support environment
 Currently manage the Corel suite and MS suite and now with
Police Dept., two separate email platforms
 Consolidation: Define standards for main desktop and
productivity software:
− The Office Suite: Corel vs. Microsoft or both
− eMail: GroupWise vs. Exchange or both
− Collaboration: the future of work
 Best Practice Consideration:
− In the next three months, calculate internal email costs and
determine lifecycle of existing options
− In the next year, create a three-year email and collaboration
strategy, including assessing cloud email and opportunities
for segmenting user communities.
 GoupWise Considerations:
− Until acquisition by The Attachmate Group, market share
was in steady decline
− Continue to see erosion but Novell has taken action with
GroupWise 2012, improvements include better Web
access, templates for iPads and integration with Skype.
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Opportunity to decrease the
risk and effort of supporting
the desktop
Defining standards will help
ability to support standardize
images

Initiative S2
Mature the IT Service Management Program – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

IT Service Management (ITSM) is the collective behaviors,
competencies, processes, management systems and
technologies that drive the IT organization‘s ability to
deliver desirable and predictable operational outcomes.

•

ITSM is founded on a set of mechanisms for managing
services in order to optimize the value delivered. Maturing
the ITSM function is dependent on the ability to track and
measure performances metrics and target opportunity
areas. Best practice processes (e.g., ITIL) have been
defined by industry experts and are recommended as the
foundation for developing ITSM.
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•
•

Maximizes the business value of the
entire IT service portfolio by
delivering the right internal IT
products and services, at the right
price, with the right performance
levels
Ability to track performance of IT held
desk / support functions
Ability to adopt a process compliant
(e.g., ITIL) tool to support function

Initiative S2
Mature the IT Service Management Program – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

A. Mature and Grow IT Service Management Approach
 Begin to track and analyze metrics for the ITIL processes currently deployed (e.g.,
Request, Incident & Major Incident, Change Management)
 Continue to train staff on industry standard ITSM standard (i.e., ITIL) and identify
key service areas for expansion
 Establish Help Desk as the single point of user contact for service and help
issues; formalize handoffs and response mechanisms when resolution
responsibility is transferred
 Define requirements for and implement additional ITSM processes based on
stated business needs and ITS capabilities
 Define metrics and agree to SLA with the business for ITSM
 Evaluate and select an industry leading ITIL compliant ITSM tool to configured for
the ―right sized‘ approach for Maui IT
 Complete existing Disaster Recovery (DR) and Business Continuity (BC)
Planning; execute existing plan and ensure secondary site is ‗live‘ as soon as
possible based on available resources

15 – 18
months
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Initiative S2
Mature the IT Service Management Program – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Description

Current Risk to Business

Medium



Limited ability to mature IT organization due to lack of
tracking metrics and defined services levels

Business Value of Project

Medium High



Support definition of SLAs and demonstrated continuous
improvements in service levels based on metrics
Creating a focus on documented processes will
decrease risks associated with attrition of staff


Project Resource Needs

Medium

Overall Priority:
Ongoing, maintain focus
& measure



Requirements /
Dependencies











Continue progressing project with existing resources
Invest in an ITIL-compliant ITSM tool

ITS‘ efforts of transitioning to a process-optimizing organization is
directly dependent on its ability to mature its ITSM function
Growing demands on IT service can best be met through the
implementation of defined ITIL processes along with a supporting tool
Processes cannot mature without a focus on metrics tracking and
improvement
Continue goal of training staff members
No other project dependencies
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S2. Mature IT Service Management (ITSM) – Planning Considerations
Start at the Top to Get ITSM Right
Maui Business Context
Maui Business Expectations of IT
Enhancement-Oriented
Enables the County

Utility-Oriented
Supports the County
Builds on the Service
Delivery Approach
Defined In Initiative D1

Transformation-Oriented
Drives the County

IT Operating Model
Hybrid
(Federated)

Centralized

Decentralized

IT Delivery Model
Silo

Process

Service

Value

Organization Architecture
Automation

Sourcing
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Funding

Human
Capital

Initiative S3
Establish a County Wide Enterprise Architecture (EA) – Description
Overview:

Expected Benefits:

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is the process/discipline for
translating strategy into execution by 1) correlating EA to
the business strategy, 2) generating a roadmap of
activities, and 3) providing guidance on how to execute the
plan for the solutions/efforts to follow (i.e., ―if anybody is
exposing data to the public, these are the security and
technology standards‖).

•
•
•
•

Enterprise architecture ensures that all IT initiatives drive in
a consistent direction to along an efficient path. Well
defined EA parameters should be incremental, repeatable,
and pragmatic, while still evolving over time.
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Improved ability of IT to respond to
the business investment requests
quickly and efficiently
Better use of information and
technology
Reduced time to evaluate and
complete projects
Reduced long-term IT maintenance
costs

Initiative S3
Establish a County Wide Enterprise Architecture (EA) – Key Actions
Activities

Timeline:

Establish EA: Technology and Solution Context
 Define requirements and scope for Maui
 Evaluate potential industry-standards and adopt a right-sized EA frameworks
 Evaluate if skills exists in-house to develop and manage the EA and address gap
 Develop the relevant Enterprise Context artifacts to align on the target state, focus
on the business / solution architecture and application architecture to define the
guidance around technology and process standards
 Define the relevant, actionable, and business outcome oriented EA metrics
 Leverage deliverables and artifacts created for projects (e.g., RPT system)

4 - 6 months

Expand EA: Information and Business Context
 Grow the scope of the relevant Enterprise Context artifacts, focus on a business
reference architecture and information architecture, to define mature the guidance
around technology and process standards
 Review and ensure all EA goals and deliverables are updated based on business
needs and outcome-oriented (actionable, measurable, and diagnostic)

4 - 6 months

Define Alignment with County IT Strategy
 Grow the maturity of the program by defining the direct correlation between the
EA goals, standards, and processes with the County‘s IT Strategy

4 - 6 months
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Initiative S3
Establish a County Wide Enterprise Architecture (EA) – Priority
Factor

Ranking

Current Risk to Business

Medium

Description



No defined architecture or process to help support
decision making for IT investments
No structure for creating, communicating and improving
the principles and models that describe the future vision

Business Value of Project

Medium High



Provides an outcome-oriented strategy (creating
actionable, measurable, enabling deliverables) to
support the business and IT strategy,

Project Resource Needs

Low



Build EA strategy and artifacts based on outputs of
existing and future projects
Dedicated time for qualified resource(s) to work on EA


Overall Priority:
Near term, iterate out of
projects



Requirements /
Dependencies







Key element to drive IT towards in supporting the current and future
vision business goals
With the increased demands on technology in Maui and likely plans for
a technology refresh, EA will be instrumental is helping to lead and
support business and technology change
Effectiveness greatly improved when paired with IT Strategy and
Governance efforts
No other project dependencies
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S3. Countywide Enterprise Architecture – Initiation
Integration with Business and IT Strategies

How do I support customers,
value propositions, services,
capital, resources to run, grow
and transform my business?

How do I create
requirements, principles
and models to translate
business vision and
strategy to support and
drive effective investment?

Business
Strategies
How do I support
technology, partners,
services and resources
to run, grow and
transform my
business?

Enterprise
Architecture
Strategy

Engagement: 330011842
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IT Strategies
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S3. Countywide Enterprise Architecture
Representative artifacts produced from an EA Strategy

Engagement: 330011842
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Suggested Initiative - Roadmap and Milestones
2014 Q1

2014 Q2

2014 Q3

2014 Q4

2015 Q1

2015 Q2

2015 Q3

2015 Q4

Demand
D1: Create BRM
Program

A. Define Service Approach
B. Expand Function and Staff
and BRM Function

D2: Integrate IT
Planning with
Business Goals

A. Develop a Business Goals
Driven IT Strategy

Initiate County Wide PPM Reporting

Control
C1: Create a
County Wide IT
Gov. Structure

A. Define Governance
Approach

B. Deploy Governance Framework

C2: Develop County
Technology Refresh
Program

S2: Mature the
ITSM Program

C. Monitor and
Refine

A. Develop a Financial
Planning and Reporting Model

B. Implement Financial
Planning and Reporting

C. Develop Financial
Showback

Initiate Financial Reporting

Supply
S1: Develop County
Technology Refresh
Program

B. Iterate IT
Strategy

B. Define and Plan for Future
Technology Needs

A. Invest in a Technology Refresh for Desktop, Server & Storage

A. Mature and Grow IT Service Management Approach

S3; Establish a
County Wide EA

Engagement: 330011842
Milestone
Activity
© 2012 Gartner,
Inc. and/or its affiliates.
All rights reserved.
Gartner is a registered trademark of Gartner, Inc. or its affiliates.

A. Establish EA: Technology
and Solution Context
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Complete Hardware Refresh

B. Expand EA: Information and
Business Context

C. Define Alignment with
County IT Strategy

Evaluating the Investment Options – Project Value Comparison
Priority
Timeframe

Risk / Benefit / Resource Needs
High

S1
C1

Current Risk to
Business

D1
S2
C2

D2
S3

Low
Low

Business Value

Current
Risk to
Business

D1. Improve IT to
Business / Department
Relationships

Immediate

High

Medium High

D2. Integrate IT
Planning with Business
Goals

Near term,
iterate

Medium High

Medium

C1. Create a County
Wide IT Gov. Structure

Immediate,
iterate

High

High

C2. Develop a Financial
Planning and Reporting
Approach

Secondary

Medium

Medium

S1. Develop County
Tech. Refresh Program

Immediate

High

High

S2. Mature the ITSM
Program*

Ongoing,
maintain focus
& measure

Medium High

Medium

S3. Establish a County
Wide EA

Near term,
iterate out of
projects

Medium High

Medium

High

Resources = Size of circle indicates the project resource

needs

Highest Priority
Engagement: 330011842
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Business
Value of
Project

*S2 is an existing initiatives
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IT Investment Scenarios
County of Maui IT Assessment

Engagement: 330011842
© 2012 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Evaluating IT Investment Scenarios
■ To implement the initiatives recommended by Gartner, Maui must determine the
County‘s level and pace of investment
– Historical expenditures have been mostly focused on baseline capabilities (i.e., ―keeping the lights
on‖) with limited resources available for new projects and standard technology refresh cycles

– Growing demands on IT and an aging infrastructure indicate a pressing need to increase IT
investments to meet stated demand

■ Each investment scenario is evaluated based on Risk and Business Value / Benefit
■ Gartner believes a sustained and paced investment strategy, focused on key business
capabilities, provides a path to increased employee productivity and improved services
– Bring Maui closer to industry peer averages for IT Budget as a Percentage of County Operating
Expenses (0.9% vs. 3.6%), Spend per Employee (~$2K vs. ~$7.5K), IT Staffing Levels as
Percentage of Total County Staff (1.4% vs. 3.5%)
– Improve distribution of investing in Run (keep the lights on), Grow (improve services and
capabilities), & Transform (offer new services)
– Scenarios do not include any new major future application projects, such as the potential update or
replacement of county wide land permitting or financial accounting applications
– Overall, any increase in staffing will help alleviate risks associated with attrition due to the small
staff size and non-competitive county salary rates
Engagement: 330011842
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IT Investment: Evaluating Investment Options
Scenario

Description

Recommendation / Outcome

No
Investment

 Maintain current IT
funding (status quo)

Recommendation:
• Maui currently well run with limited resources, must say ―No‖ more often
and focus few project
Outcome:
• Little change in value of IT
• Risk of failure due to aging infrastructure increasing over time
• Technology failure will require future funding to correct, these costs are
often covered by the business of IT lacks funding

One-Time
Increase

 Provide a one-time
infusion of funding to
modernize outdated
equipment and update
selected applications
and systems
management tools

Recommendation:
• Invest in hardware refresh; use external low level IT services to update
HW and internal capabilities to update software (build SW skills)
Outcome:
• Little change in value of IT, little advancement on key mayoral initiatives
• Risk of failure due to ageing infrastructure delayed for intermediate term
(2-3 years)

Paced,
sustained
multi-year
investment

 Provide a paced
funding increase to
longer term higher
percentage of
operating budget spent
on IT

Recommendation:
• Invest in hardware and human capital; paced investment in IT focused on
improving operating efficiency and services to citizens and employees
Outcome:
• Can achieve externally measured benefits in 2-3 years; intelligent and
paced investment in new technologies available to the County
• Improved foundational capabilities to meet future needs; risk of failure
decreases over time

Engagement: 330011842
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Evaluating the Investment Options – Spend and Staffing
#2

#1 No Investment
Timeframe

2014 1H

Explanation
•Assess and focus
limited number of
investments with
highest benefits
• Identify key users
& applications for
HW remediation

One-Time Increase
Explanation

n/a

2015 1H

Phased Investment
Explanation

• Update HW and SW of key
users and systems to modernized
standards
• Continue to cascade older
desktops
• Use ITIL analytics to find and
manage higher cost elements

One Time:
$1-2M over 12-18 months 2-4
staff in BA / BRM / I&O

2014 2H

#3

Outcome: Mitigate aging
risks for the next 2-3 yrs.
and deliver value to
business stakeholders; no
sustainable plan to address
future risks and business
needs

One Time:
• HW / SW $600k - $900k
• HW / SW Services - $200k & MGMT Consulting - $200k
Ongoing:
•Add 2-3 staff in I&O, 1-2 staff in BA / BRM

Outcome: Mitigate aging risk, broader engagement / planning
One Time:
• HW / SW $500k - $900k
• HW / SW Services - $200k & MGMT Consulting - $200k
Cumulative Ongoing:
• 1H13: 2-3 staff in I&O, 1-2 staff in BA / BRM
• 2H13: 1 staff in BA / BRM, 1 staff in IT Ops

Outcome: Mitigate aging risk, define stakeholder value
One Time:
• HW / SW $500k - $900k
• HW / SW Services - $200k & MGMT Consulting - $200k
Cumulative Ongoing:
• 1H13: 2-3 staff in I&O, 1-2 staff in BA / BRM
• 2H13: 1 staff in BA / BRM, 1 staff in IT Ops
• 1H14: 1-2 staff I&O, 2-3 staff in Apps

Outcome: Mitigate aging risk, deliver initial measured, agreed
to stakeholder value
n/a

Cumulative Ongoing:
• 1H13: 2-3 staff in I&O, 1-2 staff in BA / BRM
• 2H13: 1 staff in BA / BRM, 1 staff in IT Ops
• 1H14: 1-2 staff I&O, 2-3 staff in Apps
• 2H14: 2-3 staff in Apps
Carryover: 25% of HW/SW Investment ($500k to $750K annually) and
total of 12- 15 staff (~$1.25M)
• $2M Annual increase in IT investment

N/A

2015 2H

Engagement: 330011842
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•Evergreen to manage aging risk, deliver increasing citizen &
employee value
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Evaluating the Investment Options – Project Business Value / Benefit

Criteria

User
Productivity

Rating

#1

#2

#3

No Investment

One-Time Increase

Phased Investment

Justification

- Continued
impairment of
user efficiency
due to outdated
technology
- Limitation on
integration of
data / business
processes
- Limited selfservice
functionality

County
Services

- Difficulty in
providing easy
access to
centralized and
trusted data

Engagement: 330011842
High
= 5 All rights reserved.
Low =Gartner,
1 Medium
= 3 its
© 2012
Inc. and/or
affiliates.
Gartner is a registered trademark of Gartner, Inc. or its affiliates.

Rating

Justification

- Improved user
efficiency, but
likelihood of issues
returning in future
without continued
investments
- Selected improvement
in integration of data
and business
processes
- Most likely to include
limited improvement
to county services,
such citizen selfservice capabilities
- Limited investment
towards centralized
data
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Rating

Justification

- Consistent investment
will drive consistent
improvement in
efficiency and user
satisfaction
- Enable improved
integration of data
and businesses

- Enable increased
cross departmental
process automation
support and selfservice functionality
- Support ability to
move closer to a
―single source of
truth‖

Evaluating the Investment Options – Existing Risk

Criteria

Business
Operations

Cost
Implications

Rating

#1

#2

#3

No Investment

One-Time Increase

Phased Investment

Justification

Rating

Justification

Rating

Justification

- Increased risk of
gradual or
catastrophic
failure

- Have managed
and reduced risk
of gradual or
catastrophic
failure

- Risk of failure
reduces over time to
an accepted level

- Productivity loss
due to PC
failures

- Ongoing
business loss
due to future
application
failure; potential
revenue loss and
loss of reputation

- Productivity or citizen
/ employee service
improvement targets
for agreed to
business cases

- Service and data
loss due to
application
failure; potential
revenue loss and
loss of reputation

Engagement:
330011842
High = 5
Low = 1 Medium
=3
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- Investments focused
on key outcomes,
progress is measured
(i.e. tax / accounting /
payroll data
accuracy, permit
time, permit rework
effort)

Evaluating the Investment Options – Scenario Tradeoffs
#1
Risk / Benefit / Cost
Low

Best
Scenario

Current Risk

#3

Low

Cost

Business Benefit

#3

Phased
Investment

Investment

Investment

Year 1 (2014)

Minimal inflation
adjustment

$1M
2-4 Staff

Year 2 (2015)

Minimal inflation
adjustment

$500K - $1M

$1.5 - $2.2M
5-8 Staff
$.9 - $1.3M
5-8 Staff

Year 3 (2016) and
beyond

25% of HW/SW
Investment ($400k Minimal inflation $500K) + ~3 staff
adjustment
($250K) = Total of
$750K Annual
increase

25% of HW/SW
Investment ($500k $750K) + ~15 staff
($1.25M) = Total of
$2M Annual increase

Nominal

+ $750K
or ~15% increase

+ $2M
or ~40% increase

IT Spend* as % of
Operating Expend.
Industry Ave.= 3.6%

0.9%*

1.1%*

1.3%*

Risk to Business

High

Medium

Low

Business Value /
Benefit

Low

Medium

High

Estimated Annual
Increase in Year 3

High

#2 One-Time
Increase

Investment

#2

#1

No
Investment

High

= Size of circle indicates the estimated relative
long term costs for the alternatives

*Assumes an annual increase of ~2%-3% equivalent to an inflation adjustment for both
County Operating Expenses (Budget) and the IT budget
Engagement: 330011842
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2013 ITS

Evaluating the Investment Options
Scenario Tradeoffs

Budget: $5.1M

#1
No
Investment

Risk / Benefit / Cost
Low

Best
Scenario

Current Risk

#3

#2

Staffing: 35

#3
Phased
Investment

#2
One-Time
Increase
$6.35M
(3 new staff)
$6.2M
(1 new staff)

$7.45M
(5-8 new staff)
$7.7M
(5-8 new staff)

2014 Budget

$5.1M

2015 Budget* incl.
2014 carryovers**

$5.1M

2016 and beyond **
budget

$5.1M

$5.8M

$7M

2016 Staffing

35

39

45-50

Year 3 Budget
Increase vs. 2013

0%

14%

35%

2016 IT Spend as % of
Operating Budget***

0.9%

1.1%

1.3%

Risk to Business

High

Medium

Low

Business Value /
Benefit

Low

Medium

High

#1
High

High Risk,
Lowest
Value

Low

Cost

Business Benefit

High

= Size of circle indicates the estimated relative
long term costs for the alternatives

Engagement: 330011842
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* Year 2 figures indicate new staff
** 25% Carryover for all previous HW/SW Investment and ~$83K all-in for each new staff added.
*** Industry Ave: 3.6% for State Local Government with $250M-$1B budgets and 2.2% for $500M$1B budgets.
Assumption: All figures will increase ~2%-3% for inflation (County and IT Operating Budgets).
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Suggested Initiative Roadmap – Staff and Spending Point of View

Future Years

Cumulative
Investments

Year 1

Year 2

On-Going Annual Costs

New HW / SW: $1.5 - $2.2M
New Staff: 5-8
Annual Budget: $7.35M

New HW / SW: $0.9 - $1.3M
New Staff: 5-8
Annual Budget: $7.7M

25% of HW/SW Investment +
~15 staff = $2M increase or
Annual Budget of ~$7M

Engagement: 330011842
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